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HI.
Hi. Skoll is the name. I am a multimedia designer and 
photographer based in Pretoria, South Africa. 

Why "Sköll"?

The attraction is significant because I have a zeal for 
"Sköll" which is a tale, in Norse Mythology of a wolf 
that chases the horses that drag the chariots 
containing the sun. Like the wolf I am a chaser of 
natural light to make those photographs & design 
'Howl' with perfection.

#Howl
Hendri Viljoen
Creative Director and Founder



DIGITAL STRATEGY

We have a wide array of services to offer our clients. 
But we can generally boil all of our services down into one of these 4
general categories:

WEBSITE DESIGN and DEVELOPMENT

We help you develop a winning 
strategy that maximizes your 
effectiveness while
minimizing the time and money 
required to achieve your goals. 

Our design team will create the best 
looking and most effective website 
possible – for your situation.

DIGITAL MARKETING

Design, film and Photography

Simply stated, we get results. 
Whether you are looking for more 
website traffic, more leads, more 
sales, more social followers, higher 
engagement rates, higher email 
open rates … whatever your needs – 
we get it done. 

We cover all, from graphic design, 
photography to videography.





ESTABLISHED BUSINESS 

We serve clients of all sizes. However,
we are particularly well suited to help
clients of this type:

SKEPTICAL BUT WILLING

Our services are aimed at solidly 
established businesses who are 
already profitable. We are not 
well-suited for most start-ups. 

Most of our clients have already 
worked with other agencies who 
have underperformed. This creates a 
“healthy skepticism”. We thrive on 
this … as long as it hasn’t killed your 
faith completely. 

RESULTS-DRIVEN / GOAL-ORIENTED 

AGGRESSIVE GOALS

We tend to work best with 
companies who are results-driven 
and are interested in setting real 
goals and meeting objectives.  

The more aggressive you are with 
your goals, the more excited we get. 
It’s fun for us to work with 
companies that want to dominate 
their market. 



some of our more
Notable clients:



MORE … and BETTER
We understand that nearly every company wants MORE.
• More website traffic
• More social media followers
• More leads
• More sales

The first 3 tasks can be accomplished by any quality marketing agency.  Although, we believe 
that we can outperform most companies in these areas.

Converting more leads into more sales is where the problem usually occurs. This is because 
most marketing companies don’t understand how to bridge the gap between marketing and sales. 
Our approach to every project is to design for the maximum alignment of sales and marketing
initiatives from the beginning. This ensures that you will achieve the greatest possible results.

In our approach for most companies, the sales + marketing process is so
effective that sales associates become order-takers. By the time you hear
from a prospect, they are often simply looking to place an order

Our Approach
… to your success
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